CASE STUDY
THE CLIENT

MONITORING BDA PERFORMANCE: LEC & iQ2

THE BACKGROUND

A U.S.-based cellular carrier approached LEC with a specific
need to become proactive in the monitoring of in-building cellular
service quality. This LEC client currently provides BDA
(Bi-Directional Amplifier) systems to areas that have poor cellular
coverage to improve that coverage and provide greater signal
strength and reliability.

U.S.-Based Cellular Carrier

Gaining previously unavailable insight, as all Bands are
not created equal.

A BDA system has a primary directional antenna on the roof of a
building or residence and smaller antennas on each floor to
increase coverage in areas of the building that would normally
be unusable.

Once the BDA has been installed, areas within the building that
had little to no coverage at all are now within the coverage
footprint.

THE PROBLEM

The challenges our client was trying to solve were:






Notice of BDA failure was only recognized through customer
complaints about in-building service quality;
There was no current way to proactively respond to BDA
failures;
There were a variety of brands and ages of the BDA
hardware already deployed;
There was no real-time access to signal strength data where
BDA’s were deployed;
Current monitoring systems were unable to disable or lock to
specific bands to prevent band hopping and access to
pertinent data.

Due to the nature of how the BDA’s were installed, the client
would only become aware of a problem if the end client
proactively reached out to the service provider. This model
created a less than optimal client-friendly experience. The
preference was to be able to be alerted of BDA failures, thus
providing their customer with better overall service. Additionally,
it offered valuable service quality data which could be used for
alarming of pending and complete BDA failures.
Additionally, they requested to be able to disable or lock to only
preferred bands to ensure the best quality of service. For
example, two towers are broadcasting nearby. One is
broadcasting on bands 4 and 12 while the other is broadcasting
on 5 and 13. One of those bands has a stronger overall signal
while the other does not thus providing a much slower, less
reliable data connection when connecting to that band. The goal
was to prevent that cellular gateway from connecting to the
slower band altogether thus displaying a more accurate signal
service level trend.

THE SOLUTION

To assist our client with addressing their challenges, LEC
provided their award-winning software, iQ2, utilizing Option’s
CloudGate Rev 4 family of hardware as the cellular gateway. By
utilizing the features and functionality of iQ2, the service
provider was able to secure all needed data capturing,
reporting, alerting, and alarming requirements.
The iQ2 software tool provided our client with insight into the
signal being propagated throughout each building and trend that
signal to ensure the BDA was providing the necessary
connection stability it was designed to provide.

LEC’s iQ2 software was also able to provide alarm notifications
where they did not have otherwise. When the signal dropped
below a certain setpoint, each user who was subscribed would
each receive a notification on their phone or email alerting to a
potential problem with the BDA, which allowed them to react
long before their customer discovered there was a potential
problem.

The unique band-locking capability was solved at the gateway
level with some collaboration with Option. Upon installation of
the CloudGate cellular gateways, it was found that they were
bouncing between two bands. LEC approached Option with the
challenge of locking a CloudGate Rev 4 device to only desired
bands, not normally done natively. The service provider
requested that the CloudGate only connect to one single band at
this particular location and potentially different bands in other
locations.

Pictured Above: Signal Before Band Locking

In a very short period of time, Option engineers provided both
LEC and their client with the ability to disable bands on their
devices. By using an 8-byte bitmask, any band either 3G, 4G
LTE or both could be enabled or disabled through a simple
configuration upload to the gateway. By utilizing CloudGate
Universe, Option’s device management software tool, made
deployment and managing of those configurations simple and
easy.
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THE CONCLUSION

A cellular service provider came to LEC to solve challenges they
had in providing proactive customer service tools and a positive
quality of service experience. LEC, in
collaboration with
our partners at Option, were able to solve those challenges as
well as provide valuable insight into a solution where such
insight was not possible before. LEC was able to take existing
field technology, and add real-time remote monitor and control in
a highly cost effective and meaningful way.

